
Measured lectricity Savings of Refrigerator Replacement: Case
Study and nalysis

Parker and Ted C& Stedman e Florida Solar Energy Center

There are approximately seven minion refrigerator-freezers in the State of Florida. The average demand
of these units is at least 1,000 MW. The average life of a residential refrigerator is approximately
20 years. At least 25% of Florida's existing stock are old inefficient units built before the advent of
recent appliance efficiency standards. The least efficient are existing models of which approximately 5%
of the stock is replaced each year. This represents a significant opportunity for efficiency improvement
since recently established standards will greatly improve refrigerator efficiency by 1993.

In order to better define this potential, the Florida Solar Energy Center (FSEC), has conducted a case
study of the potential of replacing an existing refrigerator with an energy efficient model to both save
energy and alter utility load shape. We also analyzed a database of an available refrigerators
manufactured in the D.S. in 1991. This statistical analysis examined differences in refrigerator size and
how they may influence annual estimated energy use. Such information may be useful for utility planners
who wish to realize savings from high-efficiency refrigerator programs.
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Figure 10 Change in Size and Efficiency of u. S.
Automatic Defrost Refrigerator/Freezers, 1972-1990
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A number of studies have identified that can
rI~·6~.-:llf-1lrot:~ g §1:, lml0rC)Ve the efficiency of new refrigerators

u.s. DOE 1989). As an
one analysis found that the annual electricity

consumption of an 18 cubic foot refrigerator-freezer could
be reduced 46% to 515 kWh through
the use of compres-
sors and fans and defrost et aL 1990).

altJ101112h rerjnjZ~,rat:ors have in size
years, their efficiencies have

1 shows shipment weighted
size and annual

for freezer automatic defrost
from 1972 to 1990 These

rep1resent n1ll"019"<.'ll4_.....r1i1l"¥'ll<"ll1-<:1loih, two thirds of aU D.S. sales.
CAA",llV~.I-~J1.A average size increased 1$3 cubic

average annual energy use declined 1,102 kWh or
55%. Units manufactured in 1993 to be consider-

more efficient still incentive to utility
programs to retire old units and them with newer,
more efficient Inodels.

revious esearch

..,,, ...' v ... ,"' ..... 1oJ study of the replacement of residential
in Florida's climate was performed by

Florida Atlantic University in 1982 - 1983. The study sub
metered and freezers in 25 houses for six
weeks in the spring of 1982. When the results were
extrapolated to a fun year, the average Palm Beach

household used 3,733 kWh for refrigeration--15% of total
annual electricity consumption (Messenger et aL 1983)$
Seven of the households had a second refrigerator, which
substantially increased refrigeration energy end-usee The
thirty-two individually metered refrigerators used an
average of 2,550 kWh per year0 The average size of the
existing units was 19.9 cubic feet. Of these 15 were
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Consumption of the existing refrigerator was metered for
an entire year from June, 1990 to June, 1991. The
refrigerator is located in the conditioned space of the
primary author's home, a 1,500 square foot residence in
Cocoa Beach, Florida. Both kitchen, refrigerator and
freezer temperatures were collected as well as recorded
door openings. The original refrigerator has been in
service for approximately 18 years and is similar to other
automatic-defrost units which are soon to be replacedo The
specific model is a 19&2 cubic foot frost-free Sears
Coldspot 106-762911 refrigerator-freezer with an
automatic ice maker. Condenser coils were cleaned prior
to the beginning of the year of measurement.

Residential are assumed to
possess a relatively flat load shape. monitoring
showed that the summertime utility peak hour (5 - 6 PM)
electrical demand averaged 283 W while the demand from
4 - 5 AM when no door openings or food-loading
occurred was 198 watts 0

Maximum electrical demand tended to occur from 7
to 8 PM with a demand of 295 W 0

2 This an
load variation over the course of the day of 49 %

even the house was air conditioned during the
hottest of summer 0 Annual totalled

kWh--a very substantial end-use of electricity.
Based on the refrigerator represented
over 25 % of the total annual home electricity useo Table 1
summarizes the data. Note that most of the maximum
values associated with freezer and electrical
demand arise from periods coincident with the defrost

The existing refrigerator was replaced in August, 1991
with the most energy efficient model of its size possessing
the identical conveniences (automatic ice-maker, automatic
defrost), a 1991 Frigidaire FPES19TIP. 1 As shown in

2, the two models have a nearly
identical appearance. The newer model has a DOE esti
mated annual energy use of 763 kWh which is within 10%
of being in compliance with the more 1993
apt)l1aJi1ce C$1--Ni"lIo.·~"H",(T standards.

Refrigerator Energy Use and load
Shape

The full year of data from the original refrigerator gave
an indication of the magnitude of peak and annual electri
cal demand from older existing stock in
Florida houseso 3 shows an example of data col-
lected from the refrigerator over a five day period

1990" The freezer temperature
shows the defrost cycles of the unit (it

contains 855 Watt defrost heaters which are powered for

'To address this need for FSEC conducted a case
of the of an eXlstllJl2 11"&:Il>T'11"1J.nr.o.'I1l'of'r'\'Il'"

with an energy efficient model to alter load
Our was to a verifiable assessment of
annual and reductions to
loads of an L"'4TlI,~'~lI~lr4 ·rjl:~t'-r>1!OP,1l'·~tr,~

with a

the above indicated that a
is available from refrigerator ren,I~(~IA

ment, we desired to perform a more detailed comparison
due to the efficiency of the current refrigerator
models. we wanted to obtain load
data which was unavailable from the work.

studies of sub-metered end-use data from other
of the indicate that exhibit a

definite load et aL
w~r...rIl<C'1IJ.)~"l and McNicoH

replaced with newer more efficient units. The average
consumption of the new units, which was monitored
during the spring of 1983, was 1,699 kWh. With Florida's
higher indoor ambient temperatures, this represented
approximately 20% more electricity use than the average
DOE test label estimate. Such a result is in general
agreement with fmdings from field study surveys made of
refrigerator electricity use around the country (Spolek
1985; Meier and Heinemeier 1988). These conclude that
the appropriateness of the DOE test results is influenced
by climate. Regardless, the refrigerator replacement
program in the IS-unit sample provided a savings in
refrigerator electricity end-use of 33 %. The estimated
reduction to the diversified peak demand from the retrofit
was 97 Watts per unit.

Study Objectives

~u~nt~~en channels of data were recorded on the .........._.............. &-'

Calibrated co!)peJr-c()nstantan tne:rmoc()Ut)les
fresh-food and freezer

Relative

Data Collection and Acquisition

recorded
was obtained two

solid-state A pulse-initiating
watt-bour lneter data on o.IO'"'t~,j,",lIi"'ll:T c()nSUmlPtlon&
AU the installed instruments are scanned every five
seconds with averages and totals output to final

every fifteen minutes& The data was removed
an on-site IBM computer with

a direct link to the data logger& The data was then read
into a statistical analysis package for analysis. Over the
20-month of collection the data retrieval success
rate has been 98 %.
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Kitchen

/tJ"...... n4-.. ",.. """ 19 Cubic Foot NPI'rl.O'prfJ.ttnr

5-20 minutes each hours of co~pressor op1era.tlOin}.
use of the unit on 11th

is evident.

The were instrumented with contact ClUl1i"f'\!f"u.,.Cl

which recorded main door and freezer A
ous study of 10 in townhouses in Twin

N.J. found an average of 48 fresh-food compart-
ment ODt~n1Jt12S per with a further 10 freezer vVJLU.Uu.A"

ment and Grot Another detailed
of a in a three person

household found 33 average fresh-food openings and 7 for
the freezer 1983). The 1I"';::l!>·hl"'llnCil1l"'~tA··U·

and freezer compartment in the FSEC study two-person
household was an average of 42 times per

Efficiency Kel"Jlac,:emrenl Unit (right)

4 shows a of the average fre-
quency with which the door was VU"....llA.V1t..J!.. As
eX!)ecl:ed.. door openings mirror meal sched
ules and are heaviest after dinner when

is also at its peak"
teJJI1D~~ra1turle .. on the other is at its at aDl)rOiXl-
mately 3 PM during the daily cycle.

To ascertain the relative effect of environmental and usage
conditions on the existing refrigerator's daily electric use,
a multiple regression model was fit to the data. Similar to
results obtained by Grimes et aL (1977), relative hUJrmclltv

was not found to exert a statistically influence
on consumption.. This also may be due to the fact that
relative humidity and bulb temperature are correlated.
Regardless, we did fmd kitchen and door
openings to account for a of the variation~

.... 3,,201
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kWh :: -5.79 + O.12(KitchenTemp.)
[10.92]

+ O.OO95(Door Openings)
(1)

Currently, eight months of monitored data is available
with which to characterize the performance of the new
unit (see Table 2).

R-squared indicates that about 62 % of the daily variation
was explained by these factors. The t-values in brackets
show that all included variables were significant at better
than a 99 % leveL Since average daily electricity use was
5.4 kWh with 42 average door openings, this indicates
that door openings were responsible for
apl)rOXlrnately 7 % of overall consumption. Interestingly,
the kitchen tenloe:rature turned out to be a better predictor
of energy use than did the difference between
the exterior and that of the freezer and/or
food I'l>n't",.,n'1:lt1!'01I"~rnIl31n't

where:
kWh
Kitchen Temp

Door Openings

== 0.62

= daily refrigerator energy use, kWh
average daily kitchen temperature,
OF

= daily refrigerator and freezer door
openings

The energy use over the first eight-months of data
collection compares favorably with DOE, label predicted
value of 763 kWh. If the average electricity use (87 W)
continued. over the entire twelve month period, the
refrigerator would use a total of 724 kWh. However, con
ditions during the two analysis periods differed. The
interior temperature in the newer refrigerator was slightly
warmer, although with a narrower range in the thermostat
hysteresis. Attempts to lower the thermostat setting in the
new unit were suspended when freezing became a
problem within the fresh food compartment. Weather
conditions also varied. The eight month period which has
elapsed since installation was cooler than the average over
the previous year. Therefore, to obtain comparable

we used the average electrical use from August
November (95 since the average kitchen

tenlpe:ratlure over this closely matched the
average annual kitchen temperature from the previous
year. This to an annual electricity use from the
new refrigerator of 833 10% greater
than the DOE test value for this unit

= refrigerator energy use kWh
= average kitchen

OF
= number of door

openings per

== 0.85

Door up~en]Jt12S

Fit of a mlllltl1Ple regression model to daily use data from
the newer found the same factors ""' .. ...."...... ",'!I............, ..... 1I".

where:
kWh
Kitchen

The goodness-of-fit for the new refrigerator was superior,
with 85 % of the daily variation Each degree of
kitchen temperature increase was associated with an
8.4 Wh increase in refrigerator use--a 31 %
lower value than for the original unit. The coefficient for
the door openings (9.2 Wh each) was remarkably consist
ent with the previous value. Since average" daily electricity
use was 2.0 kWh with 42 average door openings, this
indicates that refrigerator door openings were responsible
for 19% of the overall consumption in the

fu wu
with the unit. The new model has
18.6 cubic a 14.3 cubic foot fresh-food r-n.,nn'!:lI1!"'t1r'11""a>~nt

and 4.3 cubic feet of freezer space. The adjusted volume
of the unit is 21.3 cubic feet so that its maximum allow
able annual energy use under the more 1993
standards would be 696 kWh" At an estimated 763
the unit is 10 % less efficient than the standard

for a freezer with automatic
defrosL3 The were obtained with
an compressor and cabinet insulation.
The compressor uses nlore copper and a heavier
iron core to achieve an EER of 5.3 Btu/W at standard
conditions condenser
tenlpe:rature = 130°F and ambient teDIPe,ratlllre

1mtlrO~vell insulation is achieved
foam also contains fewer

ChllofC:>!11110r'OC;aroon;s) and the use of the warm condenser
'f"~t"11"10&::ll1!"'~1nt line to obviate the need for cabinet anti-sweat
heaters~ f)efrost heater wattage, at 475 W, is also lower
than the unit. The defrost heater is activated every
8-hours of compressor operation for a maximum period of
21 minutes. defrost heater operation is usually
cut-off in 6 - 8 minutes if the defrost thermostat indicates
that the lines are free of frost
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newer unit. The remaining unexplained variation may be
due to unmeasured effects such as food loading and
of door openings ..

kWh ::
SymlJol=

O.139CdD
Openings per Day

Figure 50 Variation of Existing Refrigerator Daily
Energy Use with Kitchen Temperature and Door
Openings

50 55 60
Temperature Oifference: Kitchen - Opf,.,; npl"'~Ion I"'

Measured Savings and Influence
on load Shape

The annual energy savings of the replacement AVA..m.Jl;m.VA~'Ql.._A

relative to the original unit totaBed kWh--a
reduction in energy use of 5756% .. 4 5 and 6 show
the energy use of the two refrigerators

varied with average kitchen The
are the number of times the and

freezer door were on each day 5 The res~re~;Slc~n

lines from the fitted are shown along with the
standard deviation of the The data show that
the newer unit uses much less electricity on average, its
demand is less sensitive to ambient and its

electricity use exhibits less variation in general than
nt"1crn'1~U unit

The seasonal nature of electricity consumption
is wen established (Chang and Grot 1979; Meier and
Heinemeier 1988; Nelson and Short 1990). Daily elec-

use of the existing refrigerator exhibited strong
seasonal variatione However, one advantage of the more
efficient refrigerator was that its seasonal load varied less.

Figure 7 shows how the daily electricity use of the
original refrigerator varied over the course of the year of
monitoring. The lower plot of the replacement refrigerator
in Figure 8, while necessarily incomplete due to the
on-going status of the second year of monitoring, clearly
shows much lower electricity consumption as wen as less
seasonal variation in usee

3"204 ... Parker and Stedman
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of box
the more

A of electrical demand
showed that the unit used 36 % of the energy
consumed the model to maintain food storage
at conditions without door openings.
This results from a lower level of cabinet heat gain
and a more efficient compressor. Reduction in utility
coincident demand from 5-6 PM over the duration of
the summer months was 59% or 166 W~

desirable
overall

illustrate another advantage of
the load varies less

thr'oU2:h()ut the course of the The average load
of the __ inr"ll'lll"ln~ 1rt::Il>1"'1l"1n'.l2>1f·«Jlf'r'tl1'" varied by almost 100 while
the unit's demand fluctuated 30 W
tm'ou2hc)ut the daily Such characteristics may be

for utility who seek to smooth the
end-use load

40
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100

kitchen• refrig

10

As:surmnl1! that similar reductions could be achieved for the
25 % of Florida's stock that is inefficient and

the total state-wide peak demand
reduction would amount to nearly 300 MW~ Although this
represents only a single study of refrigerator replacement

this goal may be attainable since
utility programs which begin in the next year will enjoy
the further savings brought about the more C!t1f"1'1"'lO'p>nf"

1993 appliance standards.

ret~re~,en1ts an idealized case,
re[Ha(~ea with a unit of
real-world the

1 efrigerator
haracteristics

nalysis of 1
Energy se

Use

A was to examine the effects
of "&"'Q.T-ll""I nil2>~otr.1I'" rep1lacement on electrical load The
upper two 9 the ·electrical demand
of the over the month of 1990~

Even with the scatter, a use pattern for the
*"t:l>t''il'''"1 ni~1I"('lltn'il'" is electrical demand is lowest in the

m01rmI12 hours and highest at 8 PM after dinner
The lower two graphs show the load shape

for the hottest-month of August for the more efficient
J1. ......IlJ1.JliiO.......A"'..."'_.Il. The average electrical demand is reduced
more than half (287 versus 122 Also for
both units are the average summer load profiles as a series



June, 1990
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Existing Refrigerator Summer Load Profile
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Running .ll5~Minute Aver-age Po~r Delilldnd

C
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Hour of tn~ Dav

Efficien t 19 Cubic Ft. Re t rigerator Load Shape

U 12

Hour of Day

Eiiicient Refrigerator Summer Load Profile

Comparison ofSummer Variation in Hourly Electrical Demandfor Existing Refrigerator (upper plots) and High
Jj,nlCl,enl~ Unit

@ Users may select features that increase energy use..

@ Users may choose a f"A"t'Mo,p,1"'!3ltn1" configuration that is
less efficient.

measured energy use of "efficient ff units
against "base" units (Quaid et at 1991)$ The study found
no savings for the "efficient group" due to homeowner
choice of larger refrigerators and those with more
conveniences relative to the base group. We also note that
many homeowners are selecting larger side-by-side units
with though-the-door (TID) ice and water dispensers .. To
determine the potential impact of such a tendency, we
statistically examiD.ed all available refrigerators in the
Association of Home Appliance Manufacturer's directory
for 1991 (AHAM 1991). The 1,541 refrigerator-freezers
were classified into eight distinct types based on their
configuration and features (Table 3).

The data from the DOE tests are shown graphically in
10. This plot displays the model type indexed

against its annual estimated electrical demand and interior

for a® Users may
more '1

available from less efficient
with newer models may be limited the

energy use characteristics of the new stock and how con-
sumers select from the various and features ..

-rP."t·f"10'I!=I'1"!:lItnt'" programs face several hazards

A good illustration of these potential problems was
evidenced in a new residential construction project which

3"206 - Parker and Stedman
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A statistical model was fit to the data to determine the
magnitude and of the various configurations
and design features. With annual DOE test kWh as the
dependent variable the model
examined how and con-
!12UraLtloln influence energy use:

Noting the increasing popularity of side-by-side refriger
ators we performed a study comparing the DOE test
pre4icted energy use of models from individual manufac
turers which have units which only differ by the presence
of through-the-door (TfD) features. The DOE test is
identical both types of units. A total of 24 such matched
pair models were discovered by examining manufacturers'
literature. A statistical comparison of the data in Table 4
and Figure 11 shows that TfD features increased DOE
test estimated electricity use by an average of 10.3 %
(120 kWh/year).

Energy Use Attributable to
Convenience Features

Side-by-side units were least efficient, likely due to their
greater door seal area and the proximity of the freezer
floor to the hot motor compartment containing the com
pressor and condenser. The superinsulated, manual de
frost, dual-compressor units use much less electricity than
average.

kWh

volume. The DOE test results have been shown to reason
ably approximate real-world consumption of refrigerators,
although some bias was evidenced by climate and vintage
(Meier and Heinemeier 1988).5 The scatter plot shows that
consumption varies principally with the refrigerator size
although substantial variation is seen by configuration type
and by individual models. Two refrigerator configurations,
top-freezer and side-by-side units with automatic defrost,
make up 87 % of the models produced--a nearly identical
percentage of the total shipments that these two types
comprised in 1990 (AHAM 1991b). However, the data
show that the side-by-side models tend to be larger and
use 11 % more energy when corrected for the differences
in interior volume. On average they use 41 % more elec
tricity on an absolute basis. This characterization mirrors
a study of 119 sub-metered refrigerators which found that
side-by-side units used 39 watts more than other refriger
ator styles (131 30% increase in electricity use
(Ross

,-162J~

The fit is with the
93 % of the observed variation in the DOE test

results. The influences on energy use
are their and insulation leveL
Each cubic foot of interior volume was estimated to
increase annual use 27.4 kWh. Single door
and freezer units were most efficient. Single door
units have a smaller door seal area (lower heat

and bottom mounted freezer units suffer reduced
etrlcl~~nc~v from the increased power to move cold air to

of the fresh food and the
heaters in the crisper to prevent food freezrng.

A fundamental question, yet to be answered, is how this
increase is ameliorated by the reduced opening of the
freezer and main food compartment to obtain ice and
chilled water. Based on our data, and from other sources,
it appears that refrigerator door openings make up a
relatively small fraction of overall refrigerator thermal
load. One detailed study showed that reducing fresh food
and freezer compartment door openings by 50% (40 fewer
openings each day) lowered electrical demand by only
11 % at an 85°F ambient temperature (Missi et ale 1988).
Another study showed only a 6 % increase in electricity
consumption associated with a reasonable schedule of door
openings over closed only operation (Grimes et at 1977)0

3.. 208 NO Parker and ~tE~(jn7an



DOE Test Results
24 Matched Models
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TTD Feature Adds 10.3% to Avg. Electl"1cal Use
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Standard S1de-by-Side Model: Estimated kWh

Figure Matched Pair Comparison ofElectricity Use
of Side-by-Side Refrigerators with and without Through
the-Door Features

Since the realized reductions in door opening from TrD
features is likely to be less than 50%, such conveniences
may actually increase consumption over units without
them~ On the other side-by-side refrigerator-freezers
may be more efficient in application if the larger freezer

can obviate the need for a separate
household food freezere

Automatic ice makers are also becoming a highly desirable
convenience for refrigerator-freezers~ Ice-makers are often
an add-on feature to refrigerators and the DOE test pro
cedure does not take their use into account when esti-

energy uses measurements made using
the test showed that ice-makers can increase test
estimated energy use up to 20% when operated con

Laboratories

Ice maker use in the refrigerator was moni
tored over a of one weeks Each cycle of the ice
maker was found to produce 8 ice cubes with a weight of
almost exactly 055 lbss Maximum ice production was
measured at 454 per day (9 cycles). over
a one-week averaged. 557 cycles per day5
Demand for ice in a hot climate like Florida may be

than other regions; another study of a single
in Gaithersburg, Maryland found 254' ice

maker cycles per day (Wise 1983). Assuming a 70 0 P
tenl'pe;rarure difference between the supply tap water and
the freezer along with the latent heat of fusion of
ice amounts to a thermal load of 31 Watt-hours (Wh) per

To this must be added the energy use of the 165 W
ice which operates for approximately 1 -

2 minutes each cycle. Total ice-maker average electricity
use is approximately 36 Wh per cycle or 132 Wh per day
at the compressor's coefficient of performances With the
given unit, the ice maker is probably responsible for
approximately 6% of the refrigerator's electricity uses An
unanswered question, however, is to what extent the avail
ability of an ice maker and TrD features may increase the
household demand for ices

These results underscore the need for higher efficiency
refrigerators which incorporate such convemenceso
Projects such as the "Golden Carrot'· Super-Efficient
Refrigerator Program (SERP) should ensure that. side-by
side. models and improvements to convenience features are
not overlooked in the quest for improved efficiency 5 To
ignore consumer demand for such conveniences will miss
mainstream efficiency improvement opportunitiese

Conclusions

A two-year field study in Florida showed that large
savings were available from replacement of a 1974
vintage 1952 cubic foot refrigerator-freezer with the most
efficient unit currently available of its size and types Both
refrigerators have a top-mounted freezer with an. ice
maker and automatic defrosts The original refrigerator
was monitored for a full year with data recorded at
IS-minute intervals 0 The newer, more efficient
refrigerator has been monitored for eight monthss

The existing refrigerator was found to use 1,963 kWh
over a year or fully 25% of the home's overall electricity
uses The DOE estimated energy consumption of the new
efficient model (763 kWh) is within 10% of the more
stringent 1993 appliance efficiency standards for a
refrigerator of its size9 Likely due to Florida's warmer
climate, the monitored energy use of the new refrigerator
(833 kWh) was approximately 10% greater than that
suggested by the DOE test labeL Measured annual elec
tricity consumption was reduced by 1,130 kWh--a
reduction of 58 %5

Both refrigerators exhibited seasonal variation in energy
consumption as well as a changing load profile over the
daily cyclee Maximum monthly energy consumption
occurred in August with the maximum daily electrical
demand from 7 to 8 PMs The improvement in the utility
coincident peak demand at 5-6 PM from the refrigerator
replacement amounted to 166 Watts, a 59% decreases
Assuming that similar reductions could be achieved for the
25 % of Florida's refrigerator stock that is inefficient and
awaiting replacement, the total peak demand reduction
would amount to nearly 300 MW 5



features increase consumption by

Superinsulated units use half as much energy as
comparable

Units with top mounted freezers are more efficient
(160 kWh/yr)

3. Under procedures established by the National
Appliance Energy Conservation Act (NAECA), the
adjusted volume is equal to 1.. 63 times the freezer
space plus the volume of the fresh food compartment.
The maximum allowable DOE test estimated energy
use (kWh) for the 1993 standard for top-mounted
freezer refrigerators with automatic defrost is, equal to
355 + 16.0 (Adjusted Volume).

4.. In a larger sense, the total savings attributable to the
refrigerator should also include any interactions with
the house space heating and cooling since all elec
tricity use ends up as waste heat within the structure"
In Florida's hot climate, reductions to appliance
energy usage are a decided. advantage. For the aver
age household the air conditioning season is four
months with approximately one month of overall
heating in the winter" Assuming a delivered heat
pump COP of 2 - 3 (including duct losses), each

kWh of appliance electrical savings could lead
to a further 80 - 130 kWh decrease in the space

2. Timing of the refrigerator peak electrical demand
(7 - 8 is similar to that measured in the NBS
field study of 10 refrigerators (Chang and Grot 1979)
and of sixty units sub-metered. in the Pacific
Northwest (Pratt et aL 1989) ..

and use 41 % moreSide-by-side units tend to be
electricity.

& Top-freezer and side-by-side units comprise 87% of
the units produced..

The savings available from replacing older, less efficient
refrigerators with newer models may· be limited, however,
by the energy use characteristics of the new stock and how
consumers select from the various features. Users may opt
for larger refrigerators, less-efficient configurations or
convenience features that increase energy use.. A statistical
analysis was performed on the characteristics of all 1,541
available refrigerators in 1991 to determine potential
impacts.. OUf fmdings concluded that:

• Manual and partial automatic defrost units use less
electricity.

® Ice-makers can increase ~~1"M n.~11"~il·n,*" energy use 6 %
or more.

The study concludes electrical efficiency gains from
-r~1"1P1IN.~1i4Qtn1l· rep'lacement are potentially large.
efforts to efficiency should
address the increasing consumer demand for conveniences
such as units with ice makers and through-
the-door features to mainstream

5" The DOE test measures 24-hour refriger-
ator electricity use in a 90 0 P environmental chamber.
The artificially high ambient temperature IS intended
as a surrogate correction for' the influence of door
OP€~nu12S and food which are not part of the
test protocoL
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